
IN THE COURT OF ADDITIONAL CHIEF JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE, 
TINSUKIA

G. R. Case No. 2001 of 2015
U/S 147/323/506 of IPC

State of Assam
……………Prosecutor

- Versus-

1. Sri Dhiraj Gowalla
2. Sri Ashim Tanti
3. Sri Chutu Karmakar
4. Sri Birendra Prasad 
5. Sri Mithun Dey

…………….Accused

                         Present:       Dr. Chetana Khanikar
                                            Additional Chief Judicial Magistrate, Tinsukia

                          For the prosecution: Smti. J. Khatoon, Asst. PP

                  For the defence: Sri S. K. Pandey, Advocate

         Evidence  recorded on:     28.04.2017,  16.05.2017 and

07.12.2017.

                          Argument heard on:      17.02.2018

                          Judgment delivered on: 28.02.2018 

JUDGMENT

1.           The prosecution case in brief as stated in the FIR is that on

01.09.2015 at about 8.40 pm the accused Sri  Dhiraj  Gowalla,  Sri

Ashim Tanti, Sri Chutu Karmakar, Sri Birendra Prasad and Sri Mithun

Dey had restrained the informant, Sri Khiren Gohain near the hotel

at  Hapjan  Development  block.  Thereafter  they  assaulted  the

informant. As a result he sustained injury on his right shoulder. Sri

Dipumoni also took attempt to assault him with a brick.  But due to
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intervention of  public the informant somehow saved himself.  The

accused also threated him with dire consequence if he goes through

the road near the house of the accused.

2. On the basis of aforesaid FIR, police registered a case against the

accused as Doomdooma PS Case No.366/2015 U/S 147/323/506 of

IPC. Police investigated the case and on completion of investigation

submitted charge-sheet against the accused Sri Dhiraj Gowalla,  Sri

Ashim Tanti, Sri Chutu Karmakar, Sri Birendra Prasad and Sri Mithun

Dey U/S 147/323/506 of IPC.  

3.            On appearance of the accused Sri Dhiraj Gowalla, Sri Ashim

Tanti, Sri Chutu Karmakar, Sri Birendra Prasad and Sri Mithun Dey in

Court,  copies  of  relevant  documents  were  furnished  to  them  as

required U/S. 207 of CrPC. Considering the relevant documents and

hearing both the parties and having found a prima facie case against

the  accused  U/S  147/323/506  of  IPC.  Accordingly  particulars  of

offences under these sections are explained to the accused to which

he pleads not guilty and claimed to be tried. 

4.         During trial the prosecution has examined four witnesses and

adduced five documentary evidence. 

5.          At the close of the prosecution evidence, the accused person

was examined U/S 313 of the Cr.P.C. and his answers were recorded

on a separate sheet. Defence side has adduced no evidence and plea

of the defence is of total denial. 

6.         After perusing the records, considering the materials produced,

hearing the arguments of the learned counsels for both the sides and
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the  accused  the  following  points  are  taken  as  POINTS  FOR

DETERMINATION:

i.           Whether on 22.01.2015 the accused had wrongfully restrained

the informant Sri Khiren Gosai near the hotel at Hapjan Development

block?

ii.   Whether  the  accused  had  voluntarily  caused  hurt  to  the

informant on that day? 

iii. Whether  the  accused  had  threatened  the  informant  with  dire

consequences, on that day? 

DISCUSSION, DECISION AND REASONS THEREOF:

Point (i), (ii) and (iii): 

7.     In this case, the prosecution side has adduced total five witnesses

out of them P.W.1 is the informant and P.W.2 is his sister. P.W.4 is the

M/O and P.W.5 is the I/O. Only P.W.3 is an independent witness. P.W. 1

has  deposed  that  the  accused  along  with  his  brother,  sister  and

mother  had surrounded him and abused with obscene words.  The

accused caught hold of his hand and tried to twist his hand then he

sustained  injury  on  his  hand.  He  also  stated  about  attempt  of

attacking with  a  brick.  He further  deposed that  about  100 people

assembled  at  the  place  of  occurrence.  He  further  stated  about  a

previous controversy with the accused regarding a loan. 

8. P.W.2  Smti.  Manju  Gosai  who  is  the  sister  of  the  informant.  She

deposed  similarly  to  her  brother  that  the  accused  along  with  his

brother, sister and mother had attacked her brother. As a result her

brother sustained injury on his hand. However, at first she deposed

that on hearing hue and cry she went out from her shop. But later on,

she narrated the whole story from the very beginning like first her
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brother stopped his bike and then the accused along with his brother,

sister  and  mother  had  surrounded  her  brother  and  attacked  him.

Thus, it is not clear from her statement that whether she came out of

her shop after hearing the hue and cry created from the incident or

she had seen the incident from the very beginning. Moreover, as a

sister of the informant-cum-victim, she is also an interested witness. 

9. P.W.3, Sri Rajen Sahu is an independent witness. In contradiction to

the evidence of P.W.1 and 2, he deposed that on that day there was

only an altercation of the accused with the informant.

10. P.W.4 is the M/O. He deposed that during his examination he found

only pain and tenderness as per the complaint by the patient. But has

not  stated  about  any external  injury.  He  further  deposed that  the

injuries  sustained  may  be  caused  by  falling  on  ground  and  also

dashing against hard substance.

11. P.W.5 is the I/O. He deposed in his examination in chief about the

procedure of his investigation. However, during cross examination he

deposed that P.W.2 Manju Gosai had not stated before him that on

the day of  occurrence  the accused had attacked her  brother.  She

simply  stated  before  the  I/O  that  her  brother  was  engaged in  an

altercation with the accused and there was no fight between them.

The I/O further stated that P.W.1 Hiren Gosai did not stated before

him that the accused caught hold of his hand twisted the same. 

12. These are the witnesses adduced by the prosecution side. From the

evidences of these witnesses, it is seen that the statements of the

informant and his sister are not corroborated by the statements of
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independent witness. Apart from that the statements of P.W.1 and 2

before the I/O and their deposition in court are contradictory. From

the evidence of M/O also no substantive element of assault is seen.

P.W.1 has also stated about the previous enmity with the accused

regarding a loan. Hence, considering all the evidences together, it is

seen that no clear scenery is appeared against the accused to hold

him  guilty  of  any  offence.  Thus,  due  to  absence  of  sufficient

evidence,  I  come to  the  conclusion  that  the  prosecution  side  has

failed  to  prove  that  on  22.01.2015  the  accused  had  wrongfully

restrained the informant Sri  Khiren Gosai near the hotel  at Hapjan

Development block or threatened or voluntarily caused hurt to the

informant. 

 Hence Point No. (i), (ii) and (iii) are decided negative. 

13.  From  the  above  discussions  I  come  to  the  conclusion  that

prosecution  has  failed  to  establish  the  allegations  against  the

accused. Hence the accused Sri Dipumoni Gogoi is acquitted from the

case. Bail bonds are extended for next six months. I set the accused

persons in liberty forthwith.          

  Given under my hand and the seal of this Court on this 28 th

day of February, 2018
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        (C. Khanikar)
Additional Chief Judicial Magistrate,

 Tinsukia
       

A P P E N D I X

Witnesses for the prosecution: 

P.W. 1: Sri Kapil Deo Pandey

P.W.2: Sri Rajiv Borkakoti

P.W.3: Dr. Ranjit Bharali

P.W.4: A.S.I. Bijay Narayan Dubey

Witness for the defence:

Nil 

Exhibits: 

1. Ejahar   ……………………………………………………….…. Ext. 1

2. The Medical Report ….......................................... Ext. 2

3. The Medical Report ….......................................... Ext. 3

4. The sketch Map of the P.O.................................... Ext. 3

5. The charge-sheet.................................................. Ext.4
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        (C. Khanikar)
Additional Chief Judicial Magistrate,

 Tinsukia
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